Abstract. It is shown that if the Banach space operator T has regular normsequence, its vector orbits are asymptotically non-vanishing and there exists a complete vector orbit satisfying the growth condition of non-quasianalycity, then T has infinitely many disjoint hyperinvariant subspaces.
In the recent paper [7] we initiated the study of operators possessing regular norm-sequences. The definition was based on the concept of almost convergence. We recall that a bounded, complex sequence ξ ∈ ∞ (N, C) almost converges to the complex number c if lim k→∞ sup n∈N |c − k −1 n+k−1 j=n ξ(j)| = 0. (The reader is referred to [9] for fundamental properties of this type of convergence.) We say that the sequence ξ almost converges to c in the strong sense if |ξ − c1| almost converges to zero, where 1 stands for the constant 1 sequence. A gauge function is a mapping p : N → (0, ∞) with the property that {p(n + 1)/p(n)} n∈N almost converges in the strong sense to a positive number c. The set of all gauge functions is denoted by P.
Let us consider now a complex Banach space X and let L(X ) denote the set of bounded, linear operators acting on X . We say that the norm-sequence of an operator T ∈ L(X ) is compatible with the gauge function p ∈ P, if T n ≤ p(n) holds for every n ∈ N and the sequence { T n /p(n)} n∈N does not almost converge to zero. The set of all such operators is denoted by L(p, X ), and T ∈ X is said to have a regular norm-sequence if T belongs to L(p, X ) for some p ∈ P. It was shown in [7] that {p(n + 1)/p(n)} n∈N almost converges to the spectral radius r(T ) for every T ∈ L(p, X ), and that a large class of operators with positive spectral radius possesses regular norm-sequence, including power bounded operators of spectral radius one. With regard to the asymptotic behaviour of vector orbits the following subclasses can be introduced. The operator T ∈ L(p, X ) belongs to the class C 1· (p, X ) (C * · (p, X )) if { T n x /p(n)} n∈N does not almost converge to zero for all non-zero vectors x ∈ X (for some non-zero vector x ∈ X , respectively).
In the present paper we are concerned with the hyperinvariant subspace lattice Hlat(T ) of operators T of class C 1· (p, X ) and C * · (p, X ). We remind the reader that a (closed) subspace M is hyperinvariant for T , and so it belongs to Hlat(T ), if CM ⊂ M holds for every operator C commuting with T . In [7] we proved among other things the existence of a proper hyperinvariant subspace under different conditions, extending former results due to B. Sz.-Nagy-C. Foias and A. Atzmon. Continuing these investigations we are going to prove now the following theorem, exploring structural properties of Hlat(T ) for a new class of operators with regular normsequences.
Theorem. Let T ∈ L(X ) be an operator belonging to the class C 1· (p, X ), p ∈ P. Let us assume that there exists a sequence {x n } n∈Z in X such that the vectors {x n } n∈N span an infinite dimensional subspace, T x n = x n+1 holds for every n ∈ Z, and
Then there exists a sequence {X n } n∈N of non-zero hyperinvariant subspaces of T such that
Here σ p (T ) stands for the point spectrum (set of eigenvalues) of T , T denotes the unit circle {z ∈ C : |z| = 1} in the complex plane C, Z denotes the set of integers and N is the set of positive integers. Furthermore, log * t := 0 if 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 and log * t := log t if t ≥ 1. The previous result generalizes [2, Theorem XII.8.1], due to B. Beauzamy, in two respects. First, Beauzamy's theorem treats the special case when the gauge function p is constant 1. Second, our result claims the existence of infinitely many disjoint hyperinvariant subspaces, not merely the existence of a proper hyperinvariant subspace. We note that the vector x 0 itself can be cyclic for the commutant of T ; take the bilateral shift on 2 (Z) and choose the vector x 0 with only one non-zero coordinate. We remind the reader also of the fact that there are non-scalar operators which do not have disjoint hyperinvariant subspaces. For example, any two non-zero hyperinvariant subspaces of the unilateral shift (of arbitrary multiplicity) intersects in an infinite dimensional subspace.
Though our proof follows the outline of that of Beauzamy, several essential improvements are needed. In order to make our argument transparent we split the reasoning into a series of lemmas. Let us assume that the operator T ∈ C 1· (p, X ) (p ∈ P) satisfies the conditions of the Theorem and that the spectral radius r(T ) = 1.
We know by [7, Theorem 1] that there exists an isometry V + acting on a Banach space Y + and an injective transformation X ∈ L(X, Y + ) with dense range such that V + X = XT . Furthermore, for every operator C in the commutant {T } := {A ∈ L(X) : AT = T A} there exists a unique operator D + ∈ {V + } such that D + X = XC. It may happen that the isometry V + is not invertible. However, in view of [4] there always exists an invertible isometry V acting on a larger space
−n Y + and for every D + ∈ {V + } there exists a unique D ∈ {V } with the properties DY + ⊂ Y + and D|Y + = D + . The transformation X can be considered as an injective element of L(X , Y). This associated invertible isometry V will be extensively used to get information for the operator T . holds for every n ∈ Z, we can define the operator f (V ) :
, and that ran Ψ V is contained in the bicommutant {V } of V . We shall exploit several known properties of the function algebra A(T). To start with, let us mention that this algebra is normal, that is given any disjoint closed subsets E and F of the circle T there exists a function f ∈ A(T) such that f |E = 1 and f|F = 0. Let E be a nonempty closed subset of T, let k(E) denote the ideal of functions vanishing on E, and let us consider the quotient algebra A(T)/k(E). It is not difficult to show that every non-zero complex homomorphism of
is the quotient mapping. Therefore, we obtain that the spectrum σ(π(f )) coincides with the set f (E), for every f ∈ A(T). (For a thorough investigation of A(T) we refer to [5] and [6] .)
Now we attach a hyperinvariant subspace of T to every function f ∈ A(T).
Definition. Given any function f ∈ A(T) let X(T, f ) denote the subspace ker(f (V )X).
Lemma 1. The subspace X (T, f ) is hyperinvariant for T , for every f ∈ A(T).
Proof. Let C ∈ {T } and x ∈ X (T, f ) be arbitrary. There exists a unique D ∈ {V } such that DX = XC. Thus, we have f(V )XCx = f (V )DXx = Df (V )Xx = D0 = 0, and so Cx ∈ X (T, f ). Q.E.D.
The main point in what follows is to find functions in such a way that the corresponding subspaces be non-trivial (different from {0} and X ) and disjoint. The second lemma concerns the relation of the induced hyperinvariant subspaces. For any function f ∈ A(T), ker f denotes the zero set of the function f and supp f := (T\ ker f ) − is the support of f .
Lemma 2. Given any functions f, g ∈ A(T) the following implications are true:
Proof. Let us suppose that ker f ∩ ker g = ∅, and let us consider a vector u ∈ X (T, f )∩X (T, g). Then f (V )Xu = g(V )Xu = 0. Since the function h =f f +ḡg ∈ A(T) has no zeros, we infer by the Paley-Wiener Theorem that the function 1/h belongs to A(T), and so the operator h(V ) is invertible. Thus the product h(V )X is injective, and the equality h(V )Xu =f (V )f (V )Xu +ḡ(V )g(V )Xu = 0 implies that u = 0. Let us assume now that ker f is contained in the interior (ker g) (0) of ker g. It follows that the function f is not zero on the closed set E = T\(ker g) (0) , and clearly supp g ⊂ E. Considering the quotient algebra A(T)/k(E) we obtain that the spectrum σ(π(f )) = f (E) does not contain the zero.
We proceed with giving sufficient condition for the relation f (V )y = 0 in terms of the local spectrum σ(V, y). We note that the isometry V obviously possesses the single-valued extension property, and that σ(V, y) is a non-empty closed subset of the spectrum σ(V ) ⊂ T for every non-zero vector y ∈ Y. (For the fundamentals of local spectral theory we refer to [3] .)
Lemma 3. Let us consider a non-zero vector y ∈ Y and a function ϕ ∈ A(T). If there exists a point
Proof. There exists an open arc α on T containing z 0 such that ϕ(z) = 0 for every z ∈ α. Let us consider the principal ideal J = {ϕg : g ∈ A(T)}. Repeating the argument applied in the proof of the previous lemma, we obtain that J contains every function h ∈ A(T) with the property supp h ⊂ α.
Let us suppose that ϕ(V )y = 0. It follows that h(V )y = 0 whenever supp h ⊂ α, h ∈ A(T) 
=Ψ y π(1) = y is true for every z ∈ C\E 0 , we conclude that the local spectrum σ(V, y) is included in E 0 . However, the relation z 0 ∈ (T\E 0 ) ∩ σ(V, y) shows that this is impossible. Therefore, the vector ϕ(V )y cannot be zero. Q.E.D.
Let ρ : Z → [1, ∞) denote the mapping defined by ρ(n) := max(1, x n ), n ∈ Z. It is clear that ρ(n + 1) ≤ Kρ(n) for every n ∈ Z, where K = max(1, T ). Let us consider the Banach space A ρ (T) := {f ∈ C(T) : f ρ := n∈Z |f (n)|ρ(n) < ∞}; clearly A ρ (T) ⊂ A(T). The following lemma claims that, for every function ϕ belonging to the restricted class A ρ (T), the operator ϕ(V ) transforms the vector Xx 0 into the range of X. Proof. Since V n Xx 0 = Xx n holds for every n ∈ Z, it follows that ϕ(V )y 0 = n∈Zφ (n)V n Xx 0 = n∈Zφ (n)Xx n = n∈Z X(φ(n)x n ). In view of the fact that ϕ ∈ A ρ (T) we have n∈Z |φ(n)| x n ≤ n∈Z |φ(n)|ρ(n) < ∞, and so the series n∈Zφ (n)x n strongly converges to a vector v ∈ X . Since the transformation X is continuous we infer that Xv = n∈Z X(φ(n)x n ), that is ϕ(V )y 0 = Xv ∈ ran X. Q.E.D.
The following lemma provides a sufficient condition for the subspace X (T, f ) not to be the zero space.
Lemma 5. Let f be an arbitrary function in A(T). If
(T\ supp f ) ∩ σ(V, y 0 ) = ∅, then X (T, f ) = {0}.
Proof.
There exists an open arc α ⊂ T\ supp f such that α ∩ σ(V, y 0 ) is not empty; let us choose a point z 0 ∈ α ∩ σ(V, y 0 ). Then α and z 0 have the form α = {e it : ϑ 1 < t < ϑ 2 } and z 0 = e it0 , where ϑ 1 < t 0 < ϑ 2 ≤ ϑ 1 + 2π. Let us consider the arc α 0 := {e it : −η < t < η}, where η := (1/4) min(ϑ 2 − t 0 , t 0 − ϑ 1 ). Since the sum n∈Z log ρ(n)/(1 + n 2 ) is finite, by a result of A. Atzmon there exists a function ϕ 0 ∈ A ρ (T) and a point w 0 = e iτ0 ∈ α 0 (−η < τ 0 < η) such that supp ϕ 0 ⊂ α 0 and ϕ 0 (w 0 ) = 0; see [2, Lemma XII. 5.2]. Then the function ϕ(z) := ϕ 0 (e i(τ0−t0) z) (z ∈ T) belongs to A ρ (T); furthermore, ϕ(z 0 ) = ϕ 0 (w 0 ) = 0 and supp ϕ ⊂ α.
We infer by Lemma 4 that ϕ(V )y 0 ∈ ran X, that is there exists a vector v ∈ X such that ϕ(V )y 0 = Xv. Lemma 3 implies that ϕ(V )y 0 = 0, and so v = 0. Finally, the relation supp ϕ ⊂ α ⊂ T\ supp f yields that f ϕ = 0, whence f (V )ϕ(V ) = 0 follows. We obtain that f (V )Xv = f (V )ϕ(V )y 0 = 0 and so the non-zero vector v belongs to the subspace X (T, f ). Q.E.D. Now we are ready to prove our Theorem.
Proof of the Theorem. We know that the spectral radius r(T ) of the operator T occurring in the Theorem is positive. Let us consider the operator T = r(T ) −1 T . It is clear that r(T ) = 1 and that T belongs to the class C 1· (p , X ), where p (n) = r(T ) −n p(n) (n ∈ N), p ∈ P. Furthermore, we have T x n = x n+1 for the vectors x n = r(T )
−n x n (n ∈ Z). Since Hlat(T ) = Hlat(T ) is obviously true, we can assume in the sequel that r(T ) = 1.
Let us consider the invertible isometry V ∈ L(Y) and the intertwining transformation X ∈ L(X, Y) introduced earlier. We want to show first that the peripheral local spectrum σ(V, y 0 ) ∩ T contains infinitely many points for the vector y 0 = Xx 0 . Indeed, let us assume that σ(V, y 0 ) ∩ T consists only of the finitely many points {λ j } Since the spectrum of the isometry V 0 does not cover the unit disc, we infer that
In virtue of Gelfand's theorem we conclude that V 0 |Y j = λ j I Yj (1 ≤ j ≤ k); see [10] . Therefore, q(V 0 ) = 0 holds with the polynomial q(z) = k j=1 (z − λ j ). Since Xq(T )x 0 = q(V )Xx 0 = q(V 0 )y 0 = 0 it follows that q(T )x 0 = 0. Thus the vectors {x n } n∈N are contained in a finite dimensional subspace, which contradicts the assumption. Hence σ(V, y 0 ) contains infinitely many points on the circle T.
Let us take a sequence {λ n } n∈N of distinct points in σ(V, y 0 ) ∩ T converging to a point λ 0 . We can choose a sequence {α n } n∈N of open arcs on T such that λ n ∈ α n and α − n ∩ ( j =n α j ) − = ∅ hold, for every n ∈ N. Given any n ∈ N, let β n be an open arc containing λ n such that β − n ⊂ α n . By the normality of the function algebra A(T), there exists a function f n ∈ A(T) such that f n |T\α n = 1 and f n |β − n = 0. In view of Lemmas 1 and 5, X n := X (T, f n ) is a non-zero hyperinvariant subspace of T . Exploiting again the normality of A(T), we can find a function g n ∈ A(T) such that g n |( j =n α j ) − = 0 and g n |α − n = 1. Let us consider the subspace X n := X (T, g n ). Since ker f n ∩ ker g n = ∅ we infer by Lemma 2(i) that X n ∩ X n = {0}. Furthermore, for any j = n we have ker f j ⊂ α j ⊂ ker g n . Thus ker f j is contained in the interior of ker g n , and so the subspace X j is included in X n by Lemma 2(ii). Therefore, we obtain that X n ∩ ( j =n X j ) ⊂ X n ∩ X n = {0}.
By the Wiener-Ditkin Theorem (see [2, Theorem XII.5.3]) there exists a sequence {h k } k∈N in A(T) converging to the function h = χ − λ 0 such that each h k is zero on an open arc γ k containing λ 0 . Given any k ∈ N, there exists a positive integer n k such that for every j ≥ n k the closure of α j is included in γ k . An application of Lemma 2(ii) results in that j≥n k X j ⊂ X k := X (T, h k ). Let us consider a vector u ∈ n∈N ( j≥n X j ). Then u ∈ k∈N X k , and so h k (V )Xu = 0 holds for every k ∈ N. Taking into account that the operators {h k (V )} k∈N converge (in norm) to the operator h(V ) we obtain that h(V )Xu = 0. Since X is injective, the equations X(T − λ 0 I)u = h(V )Xu = 0 imply that (T − λ 0 I)u = 0. If T has no eigenvalues on the circle T, then u must be zero. Thus we obtain that n∈N ( j≥n X j ) = {0}, and the proof of the Theorem is completed. Q.E.D.
Let us assume now that T is of the larger class C * · (p, X ) (p ∈ P), and let X 0 (T, p) denote the set of vectors x such that the sequence { T n x /p(n)} n∈N almost converges to zero. We know that X 0 (T, p) is a hyperinvariant subspace of T , which is different from X . By [7, Theorem 3] the quotient operatorT := T /X 0 (T, p) belongs to the class C 1· (p,X := X /X 0 (T, p)), provided the sequence {r(T ) n /p(n)} n∈N does not almost converge to zero. Thus we obtain the following consequence of the Theorem.
Corollary. Let T ∈ L(X ) be an operator of class C * · (p, X ), p ∈ P, and suppose that the sequence {r(T ) n /p(n)} n∈N does not almost converge to zero. Let us assume that there exists a sequence {x n } n∈Z in X such that the linear manifold spanned by the vectors {x n } n∈N is infinite dimensional and disjoint from X 0 (p, T ), T x n = x n+1 holds for every n ∈ Z, and
Then there exists a sequence {X n } n∈N of hyperinvariant subspaces of T , each of them properly containing X 0 (T, p), such that
Here T # stands for the adjoint of the operator T acting in the dual space X # .
Proof. As in the proof of the Theorem, we can assume that r(T ) = 1. Let {X n } n∈N be a sequence of hyperinvariant subspaces of the quotient operatorT ∈ C 1· (p,X ) resulting from the Theorem. Let π : X →X denote the quotient mapping. It is easy to check that the subspaces X n := π −1 (X n ) (n ∈ N) are hyperinvariant for T , properly contain X 0 (T, p), and X n ∩ ( j =n X j ) = X 0 (T, p) holds for every n ∈ N.
It remains only to verify that the condition σ p (T # ) ∩ T = ∅ implies that σ p (T ) ∩ T = ∅. Indeed, let us assume that λ ∈ σ p (T ) ∩ T. Let V + ∈ L(Y + ) and X ∈ L(X, Y + ) be the isometry and intertwining operator, respectively, associated with T ; see [7, Section 5] . Since ker X = X 0 (T, p), the quotient mapX := X/X 0 (T, p) is injective having a dense range, and intertwines the operatorsT and V + . It follows that if π(x) (x ∈ X ) is a non-zero eigenvector ofT corresponding to λ, then V + y = λy holds for the non-zero vector y =Xπ(x). Since λ ∈ T is an eigenvalue of the isometry V + , we infer that λ is an eigenvalue of its adjoint V 
, which was to be proved. Q.E.D.
We conclude this paper with some remarks.
Remarks. 1. The argument applied in the proof of the Corollary shows that
The mere existence of a proper hyperinvariant subspace can be derived from Atzmon's [1, Theorem 1.1.(b)] under more restrictive conditions on the behaviour of the sequence {x n } n∈Z . Namely, let T be an operator in the class C * · (p, X ) (p ∈ P), and let us assume, for the sake of simplicity, that r(T ) = 1. Considering the invertible extension V ∈ L(Y) of the isometry V + occurring in the proof of the Corollary, we have the relation
such that ϕ := X # ψ = 0, and form the vectors ϕ n := X # V # n ψ, n ∈ Z. The sequence {ϕ n } n∈Z is clearly bounded, and T # ϕ n = ϕ n+1 for every n ∈ Z. Let us assume yet that there exists a non-zero sequence {x n } n∈Z in X such that T x n = x n+1 (n ∈ Z) and { x n } n∈Z is dominated by a Beurling sequence ρ : Z → [1, ∞). The latter condition means that ρ(0) = 1, ρ(m + n) ≤ ρ(m)ρ(n) for every m, n ∈ Z, n∈Z log ρ(n)/(1+n 2 ) < ∞, and there exists a positive constant c such that x n ≤ cρ(n) holds for every n ∈ Z. Under these assumptions Atzmon's theorem yields the existence of a proper hyperinvariant subspace, provided T is not scalar multiple of the identity.
3. The condition ρ(m + n) ≤ ρ(m)ρ(n) actually means additional restriction. This can be seen from the following example. Let ϑ : Z → [1, ∞) be the sequence defined by ϑ(n) := exp(4 k ) if n = k2 k (k ∈ N), and let ϑ(n) := 1 otherwise. The sum n∈Z log ϑ(n)/(1 + n 2 ) is clearly finite. Let us assume that a Beurling sequence ρ dominates ϑ, that is ϑ ≤ cρ with a positive constant c. Then, for every k ∈ N, we have 4 k = log ϑ(k2 k ) ≤ log c + log ρ(k2 k ) ≤ log c + k2 k log ρ(1), which is clearly a contradiction.
Note added in proof
In the proof of Lemma 5 we have used Atzmon's lemma in its form appearing in Beauzamy's book. Professor Atzmon brought to our attention that this form is not correct, namely, the condition ρ n+1 ≥ cρ n (n ∈ Z, c > 0) is missing in the assumptions. However, instead of the Atzmon lemma we can refer to a recent result by Paul Koosis, where the previous condition is not assumed. The exact reference is the Corollary in the paper A local estimate, involving the least superharmonic majorant, for entire functions of exponential type, Algebra i Analiz. 10 (3), (1998), 45-64. We gratefully thank A. Atzmon for this correction.
